1 From KBP airport
Follow the highway to the city and cross Yuzhny bridge. Exit the bridge using the right exit "River Port/ Naberezhne highway."
Go straight along Naberezhe shosse and use exit Parkova alleya.
Move on towards the European Square.
On the European Square keep right and go straight to Vladimirsky descent. Pass the traffic lights and make a right turn on the next crossroads (Igorevskaya Street).
Move to the end of the street and turn right (far right lane).
A few meters away, and you at the main entrance. Welcome!

2 From Obolon district
Go straight along the Naberezhe shosse towards downtown.
Close to the Poshtova Square take the right lane and drive up to the hotel.
Welcome!

3 From downtown Khreschatyk Street
Move on Khreschatyk towards the European Square/ River Port.
On the European Square (circle) make a left turn and go straight to the Vladimirsky descent. Pass the traffic lights and make a right turn on the next crossroads (Igorevskaya Street).
Move to the end of the street and turn right (far right lane).
A few meters away, and you at the main entrance. Welcome!

The underground parking is available at the hotel.
We also suggest parking your car on the nearby streets.